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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The notion of transhumanism is being actively researched and explored, while on some level it’s

already here. Many people regard transhumanism as turning human beings into robots, but it

actually describes a social and philosophical movement that involves the development of human-

enhancement technologies.

In episode 26 of Children’s Health Defense (CHD) Tea Time, I spoke with Polly Tommey, director of

programming for CHD-TV, and colleagues about the transhumanist agenda and how its ultimate

goal is to control the human population. The process has been accelerated by the COVID-19

pandemic, and over the last two years, the global cabal has succeeded in inSuencing behavior,

primarily through fear and the creation of narratives.

Most people don’t appreciate that they’re being surveilled 24/7, and most of the surveillance you

are allowing into your life, as you give up your privacy and consent to surveillance in exchange for

convenience. Google is a primary culprit and the most egregious offender, and they have major

control and inSuence since, worldwide, 93% of the searches done online use Google.  It’s the

biggest monopoly in the history of the world.

They’re Capturing Your Data and In>uencing Your Mind

In the future, it’s possible that transhumanism will use technologies that are physically embedded

in the human body or brain to offer superhuman cognition or forms of mind control. However, at

this time transhumanism is already occurring, not from an implantable device but through mass

formation psychosis and the manipulation of information.

A key example is the term “mass formation psychosis,” which Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of the

mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology,  mentioned on an episode of “The Joe Rogan

Experience” December 31, 2021. The episode was viewed by more than 50 million people.

January 2, 2022, mass formation psychosis reached a value of 100 on Google Trends,  which

means it had reached peak popularity, after previously being practically unheard of.

The technocrats quickly took action, manipulating search results and populating Google with

propaganda to discredit Malone and the mass formation psychosis theory — even though Mattias

Desmet, professor of clinical psychology at the University of Ghent in Belgium, who has 126

publications to his name,  has been studying it for many years, and the phenomenon actually

dates back over 100 years.

Those under the spell of mass formation psychosis obsessively focus on a failure of the normal

world or a particular event or person — in this case COVID-19 — which becomes the focus of the

attention and can effectively control the masses. The phenomenon leads to totalitarian thinking

and, eventually, to totalitarian states — and it’s clear that Google didn’t want you to know about it.

Google InBltrates Your Home

Because of their monopoly, Google controls what you see by manipulating search results and

censoring websites or labeling them “misinformation.” If you want to fnd out how to truly get

healthy, for instance, the information exists on the internet — it’s there — but you won’t be able to

fnd it easily if you don’t know where to look because of the way Google controls information.

By manipulating information, they can shape and alter reality about any topic — from COVID-19 to

Ukraine — in order to ft their agenda. It’s not only Google’s search engine that’s tracking what you

do but also your browser. Google Chrome browser tracks everything you do online, while Gmail

captures every character you type — and saves it on its servers indefnitely.

If you use smart speakers in your home, like Alexa and Google Home smart speakers or the

Google Assistant smartphone app, there’s a chance people are listening to your requests, and

even may be listening when you wouldn’t expect. Even smart thermostats can have microphones

in them.

Have you ever had a phone conversation with someone and then in the next hour or day started

getting ads related to something you spoke about? This is a powerful example of the amount of

data they’re collecting about you and how they’re using it to control and manipulate your behavior.

They don’t need a futuristic transhumanist device to go in and manipulate your brain — they’re

already doing it without it.

‘Hacking Organisms’ to Reengineer Life Itself

The beginning of CHD’s video features transhumanist Yuval Noah Harari, professor at Hebrew

University of Jerusalem and a top adviser to Klaus Schwab, owner and chairman of the World

Economic Forum (WEF). It’s important to be aware that Schwab, WEF and Harari speak openly

about transhumanism as part of The Great Reset, and Harari admits data might enable human

elites to do more than “just build digital dictatorships.”

“By hacking organisms,” Harari said, “elites may gain the power to reengineer the future of life

itself because once you can hack something, you can usually also engineer it.”  Soon, he says,

some corporations and governments will be able to “systematically hack all the people.” And, if

they succeed in hacking life, he describes it as the “greatest revolution in biology since the

beginning of life 4 billion years ago.” According to Harari:

“For 4 billion years, nothing fundamental changed. Science is replacing evolution by

natural selection with evolution by intelligent design. Not the intelligent design of some

god above the clouds, but our intelligent design, and the intelligent design of our clouds —

the IBM cloud, the Microsoft cloud — these are the new driving forces of evolution.”

Once human life is hacked, the hackers will maintain control over life itself — a process that has

been accelerated by the pandemic. After all, Harari said, “It’s often said that you should never let a

good crisis go to waste.”

Surveillance is a key part of the plan for global totalitarian control, and Harari says that in 100

years, people will be able to look back and identify the COVID-19 pandemic as the moment when a

new regime in surveillance took over — “especially surveillance under the skin.”

Even though a brain-computer implant recently enabled a fully paralyzed man to communicate

with family and doctors with his thoughts,  I don’t believe the technology has advanced to the

point that implantable microchips are being used as brain-machine interfaces to control your

thoughts. But what does exist today are vaccine passports, which can progress to digital IDs,

which then lead to central bank digital currencies (CBDC) — the endgame.

CBDCs appear to be inevitable; it’s not a question of if they’re going to have them, but when. Once

CBDCs become widespread, they’ll be able to control everything, as it will be dimcult to survive

without them. They don’t have to put a microchip in your arm to gain this immeasurable control —

they’ll be able to track and control your every move via CBDCs.

Develop Your Personal Resilience

Optimizing your health is one of the best measures you have to develop your personal resilience

against whatever new threat may come your way. I outlined three top priorities in the video, which

include:

1. Avoid seed oils in your diet — Seed oils, which are often referred to as vegetable oils, are

hidden in virtually every processed food, including restaurant foods, unless you can confrm

the chef is cooking only with butter. There’s virtually nothing more destructive to your body in

producing heart disease, cancer, age-related macular degeneration, diabetes, obesity and

dementia.

Even if you cut out processed foods and other major seed-oil offenders like sauces and salad

dressings at restaurants, you can still be hit by these pernicious toxins because they’re

hidden in ostensibly “healthy” foods like chicken and pork. These animals are fed grains

loaded with the omega-6 fat linoleic acid, which is found in most seed oils and causes health

damage when consumed at the excessive levels that are common today.

Many people eat loads of chicken because it’s perceived as a health food and it’s

inexpensive, but it’s a major source of linoleic acid. In your own cooking, examples of healthy

fats to use instead of seed oils are beef tallow, butter or coconut oil.

2. Avoid iron overload — If you’re male or a postmenopausal woman, iron overload can put your

health at risk. As a potent oxidizer, iron can damage your tissues and impair mitochondrial

function. Your body has limited capacity to excrete iron, which allows it to build up in your

organs, including your heart, liver and pancreas.

Men and postmenopausal women can reduce their risk of iron overload by donating blood

two or three times a year. It’s an effective and inexpensive remedy that will also help others.

3. Get regular sun exposure — Getting outdoors in the sun, exposing as much of your bare skin

as possible, is the best way to ensure your vitamin D levels are optimized. When you get sun

exposure, it also increases the active form of vitamin A along with mitochondrial melatonin, a

profoundly important antioxidant inside your mitochondria that reduces oxidative stress.

De-Google Yourself

You don’t have to be on Google.com to risk your privacy and be surveilled. It’s much more

pernicious than this, as your data can be captured while you’re, for instance, talking on your

phone. Apps can track and collect your data, which is then used to essentially brainwash you.

It’s possible to de-Google your cellphone by getting an Android phone that doesn’t have a Google

operating system, but you’ll need to fnd a skilled IT person who can reformat your cellphone’s

hard drive. You can further help protect your privacy and fght back against the transhumanism

movement by avoiding any and all Google products. This includes:

Stop using Google search engines. Try Brave search engine instead.

Uninstall Google Chrome and use Brave browser instead, available for all computers and

mobile devices. It blocks ads and protects your privacy.

If you have a Gmail account, try a non-Google email service instead such as ProtonMail,  an

encrypted email service based in Switzerland.

Stop using Google docs.

If you’re a high school student, do not convert the Google accounts you created as a student

into personal accounts.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,985 ratings

ORDER NOW
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It has been observed by many during recent events that we are engaged in a “spiritual war.” Among the evidences of this are the
pronouncements of Yuval Harari, who asserts that mankind’s innate spiritual aspirations are the stuff of fantasy, while technology, for the
frst time in history, is offering us the real possibility of becoming God-like. Wherever stands a human being, there stands something
potentially Divine in the making, but not by the patently absurd means Harari attempts to foist. His ideas of Divinity—as something to be
technologically simulated—are too immature and ludicrous to waste a refutation on.

But whether we “believe” in a spiritual or a technological means to that end, neither would gain traction with anyone unless that longing did
not preexist within us. There is no desire that does not have its complementary answer, so there must be a Reason for our Highest
aspirations as well. Whenever those get shunted aside by a culture, hucksters like Harari appear to capitalize on the vacuum; therefore,
humanity shares responsibility for its fate.   The one thing Harari’s side exhibits that has value is the need to be proactively engaged in your
vision. If the sincere are merely passive “believers” while the evil are active, organized and goal directed, then we end up with the situation
we fnd ourselves in.

To the degree that organized religions have lulled humanity into being secondhand believers who must be passively informed by an
ordained intermediary about their very own inner Divinity, to that degree have they done a disservice. Beware of any mediation that requires
such passivity and blind belief over active doubting, direct experience and knowing; in that sense, Harari merely represents a variation on
an old theme, a different kind of priest in a new, technological-based religion called Transhumanism.
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Darzoum, spot on perfect as usual. If in four billion years nothing fundamental has changed is pretty much massive evidence the
fundamentals are working. Working for the Whole of Creation & not a petty self-centered ego generated self-important individuals
who in general believe - if you've seen one tree, you've seen them all. This a mentality in general seeing not much of anything beyond
their personal ego's. It is this Mechanical Mechanistic Reductionist thinking ignoring the Whole & centered on reaching one goal and
one goal only causing the massive destructive mischief we deal with now. Just as our bodies want to be healthy and will heal, the
Whole of Creation, of our Garden, Planet Earth wants to be healthy and will, if we work with it and follow it's leads, not try in enforce
incomplete, ignorant, tech driven 'solutions' with a vain belief four billion years of Creations work can be herded up, corralled and
made to do parlor tricks for our amusement.
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Darzoum, haven't seen your posts for a while, missing them. Very glad to see you here again. Re organized religion, I agree with you
to a point, and used to feel the same. As I got older I've given up on the possibility most people would ever utilize "active doubting",
critical thinking and rational conclusions from observation. Unfortunately, they will always fall back on some authoritative source,
like a child relying on his parents for guidance. The best hope is a religion that is mostly a good inSuence. I think Christianity, for all
its failures, was the best thing I've seen. As it's been replaced with wokeness and "green" (not really green) dogma the results are
catastrophic. We've seen the disappearance of religion doesn't result in rationality, it's replaced by a different dogma, far, far worse in
this case. On a different note this was thought provoking: brownstone.org/articles/what-covid-crimes-will-victims-not-forgive/
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I am a Christian. I recently watched a Bible prophecy documentary that claimed when Jews return to their homeland, within that
generation, the Anti-Christ will come. Israel was re-established in 1948. The Bible says that human life can span 120 years. So
someone born in 1947 plus 120 years gives us the year 2067. Is it conceivable that the “mark of the beast” (without which no buying
or selling can occur) could become global law by then? A Sweden company has experimented on 10,000 people so far by injecting
their hand with a microchip containing debit and credit card info.

So all they need to do is swipe their hand to buy something, and the scanner will read their fnancial information.  Something else:
2/3 of Jews in Israel will perish during Armageddon, but the remaining remnant will See and hide in safety in the ancient city of
Petra, now a tourist destination in Jordan where nobody lives there.  I’m conSicted because I also know that the New Testament says
that we won’t know the exact time of Jesus’s return.

But there will be signs: earthquakes, plagues, famines, etc. I’m tempted to think that each generation witnessed these events and
thought the world was coming to an end. The only thing that gives me pause is the creation of Israel. The Bible also predicts that
Jesus will return once all the Jews of the world return to Israel and believe Jesus Christ is the Messiah. Ask any Jewish person who
they think Isaiah 53 is referring to (read it to them from your Bible without telling the Scripture verse).

Guaranteed they’ll say Jesus. Then you show them that you just read it from the Old Testament - their minds will be blown. Rabbis
skip over that plus other Bible verses that predict the coming of the Messiah because it sounds so much like Jesus.  Israel has
helped Jews from all over the world move back to Israel, fulflling Bible prophesy. Now with the internet, Jewish people are reading
for themselves the New Testament and Old Testament signs of the Messiah.
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I frmly believe we can delay or eliminate this transhumanist agenda by collective prayer groups around the world. Communism fell
in the Soviet Union by a bloodless revolution that freed Eastern European bloc nations as well. That was by holy prayer.  You cannot
underestimate the power of prayer - especially collective prayer around the world. Is it a coincidence that Omicron came out as a
highly virulent but very benign version of the coronavirus, thus acting like Nature’s vaccine against Covid? No, that was God’s Answer
to all of our prayers, surprising even Bill Gates who begrudgingly acknowledged that Omicron inoculated people against Covid better
than his vaccine, thus foiling his plans.

The same with this transhumanist agenda from WEF. God can protect us and foil their plans - Look at the success of Canadian
Trucker Convoy! The US, Europe & other countries cancelled mask mandates in order to stave off copycat efforts from their own
truckers.  Watch Australian journalist Jonathan Otto’s expose of totalitarian measures in his country and the world to grab control
and remove bodily sovereignty. He’s a Christian too & his faith gives him the courage to challenge the omcial narrative.

Please organize your own weekly prayer groups around the world and read the Bible out loud. The Word of God spoken aloud is
extremely powerful. Watch the Christian flm “War Room” for tips on also creating your own Prayer Closet.  This whole worldwide
pandemic is spiritual warfare. We need to repent, turn away from our sins, and turn to God. Praise Him for being bigger than Goliath.
Let’s be successful like David with his slingshot. We need to focus on our strengths, magnifed by who is behind us - God!
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Indeed, that is exactly what we are in: A spiritual war, to maintain our spirit and humanity from the forces that intend to mechanize
us. But theirs is a fool's mission, which is doomed to failure. Critical thinking and active spirituality, trusting ourselves and our
consciences, are the forces within us to which their machinations are nowhere near the equal.
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“The Joe Rogan Experience” December 31, 2021, Dr. Robert Malone episode viewed by more than 50 million people. To then by January 2,
2022, mass formation psychosis reached a value of 100 on Google Trends, after previously being practically unheard of," Is A Clue We Are
Much Larger in Numbers than their "omcial facts" tell us. Within the High-Tech monopoly, "Google controls what you see by manipulating
search results and censoring websites or labeling them “misinformation.” To fnd out about anything the information exists on the internet
— it’s there — but you won’t be able to fnd it easily if you don’t know where to look because of the way {[High Tech,] Google controls
information.

The manipulating of information shapes and alters reality about any topic to ft their agenda" is nothing new. For those who have never
been in the trenches, Legacy Media forever, many times have buried stories, or limited information on them, outright put out misinformation
to then in turn print a retraction buried in a small box in the want ads. It is this Digital Dictatorship reaching out and on an individual basis
that is so dangerous. Having to take care of family members made the situation such so their mail needed to be transferred to my address -
lo and behold, their TV, magazine habits, interest quickly become a daily insert into the never-ending parade of ads one gets on the Web.

No, stuff said on the phone doesn't show up on the TV or radio, but currently it does invade your computer viewing. The shelf life of all the
Too Big Parasitic Predator$ conveniences depends on how quickly the convenience turns into dependence. It's all free as long as we are
losing, once we use the convenience and become dependent on it or if we fnd a way to win it's no longer free.
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After looking over everyone's concerns, I'd like to add my two cents worth -- though it is worth more than money and health to have spiritual
safety and shelter. We all want the truth. That "commodity" is at a premium right now. We won't fnd truth on the internet except on sites
that promote the Word of God/Logos with integrity... and a few doctors. :-) If I may, I'd like to point out some prophecies that are germane to
our concerns. The threat is the hacking of our souls/ inner person. This has been addressed by the Ancients.

There is foretold, The Abomination Which Causes Desolation, which takes up its stand in the Holy Place. That place is not the Temple
Mount in Israel but the Inner Sanctum of our beings. What will we allow there? If we are not protected spiritually, we will be vulnerable to
being hacked and then chained to this lawless, Hell-bound system promoted by unusually hyper-malicious creeps.  Every day that goes by, I
see more and more confrmation of what Jesus Christ has said would happen.

Major deceitfulness. Lawlessness. Peeps are looking for the load of mis/disinformation to be lifted off their shoulders. Looking at
surveillance technology trending toward The Internet of Everything should blow our minds. This Juggernaut means to destroy the
foundations of all we know to be true -- the image of God and the image of God in mankind. It is a test to see what we will do. The Almighty
is full of mercy and grace for all souls who seek after Him as much as they say they love the truth.

Those who love the truth will be saved. Technology is faux freedom. Liberty is found in Spirit. Technology is manipulated power without
wisdom-- The First Horseman's bow. Yep. Those 4 Horsemen are riding (Revelation 6). We are being carried along to a destiny one way or
another by those riders. Who will love the truth enough to die for it? It's as simple as changing our minds about Who is really in charge.
Cancer forced me to face my mortality, but I am gloriously free.
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Just about everything confronting us at the moment is scary, whether designed to be (MSM and gov. propaganda) or who one can trust,
which internet platform/server/whatever is tracking us. which foods do us harm. All the pesticides on our plant foods. The anti-biotics in
animal Sesh. Pollution in the water and air. It goes on and on. We need to stop fearing whilst staying informed...A real contortionist act, but
somehow we need to cast fear of all the horrors to one side and learn to be centred and discerning.
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Dismantling the Transhumanist Agenda
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

In episode 26 of Children’s Health Defense (CHD) Tea Time, I discuss the transhumanist agenda and how its ultimate goal is to control the

human population

*

You’re being surveilled 24/7, and most of the surveillance you are allowing into your life, as you give up your privacy and consent to

surveillance in exchange for convenience

*

Google is a primary culprit and the most egregious offender; they have major control and inSuence since, worldwide, 93% of the searches done

online use Google

*

Transhumanists don’t have to put a microchip into your arm to gain immeasurable control; they can already alter reality and brainwash the

population via data collection and the manipulation of information

*

You can help protect your privacy and fght back against the transhumanism movement by avoiding any and all Google products*
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Didn't Jesus say..." Ye are as gods, yet ye know it not" ? If he did say that, it was a couple of thousand years before the possibility of
becoming god like with trans-humanism...So maybe it's time to fnd out what Jesus meant by those words? I'm not a Christian, I follow no
orthodox religion...I have developed my own spiritual beliefs, but I love some of the stuff Jesus is purported to have said because applying
those sayings (not the dogma that came later) would make life so much happier for everyone.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eh Suzi? We are all god-like without any external assist, like transhumanism "promises". Its a false prophet - proft, or soon will be
seen as such. Humans have many skills that are being ignored, suppressed or simply not being used in our "modern" societies, yet
were supported and Sourished in days of yore (ages ago).
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Add as Friend  Send Message

In reply to you...rrealrose, history always being written by the 'victors' we have no real idea of what went on in the past unless we can dig up
some 'evidence'. It would be wonderful to really know the skills our ancestors had...did they have telepathy? Was there a civilisation with
similarly developed technologies that caused their demise? Such as Atlantis. There are so many questions and only some verifable
answers, BUT there are experiences within us that sometimes give us the feeling that something IS true, whether it's verifable or not, I
suppose we can call that our intuition, or higher self, which appears to sometimes guide us in the best direction.

Then there are metals which have been found of totally unknown alloys; are they from aliens or old cultures? Then there's a story I read in
the sixties written by an old lady who'd travelled through Tibet and saw the building of a new monastery high up on a cliff...and how did the
monks get massive blocks of stone up that cliff face? They sat in a semi-circle around the block, each monk with one of those long curved
horns that sit on the ground and when they all blew a tone she saw the block of stone rise into the air and slot into its place in the wall of
the new building. I was very fascinated by this story and now scientists are fnding out that certain sounds/vibrations can have very
interesting effects on material things, they are realising that everything is made of energy vibrations and that each vibrations behaves in a
particular way...So much to learn, it's exciting even learning of the horrors some people have and are still perpetrating on other, it's stuff we
all need to see and change if we don't like the outcomes.

Again according to the bible (of which I only believe some), we have free will. I think this is true, but individual experience of life, limits ones
horizons...If one hasn't come across a concept or occurrence one doesn't know it exists so our will is limited by our education....
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Google started out with a motto of "Don't be evil." It is basic neuro-linguistic programming that the attention to evil made them more evil.  It
is like the American football study in which players who were coached not to fumble (a bad thing) actually fumbled more often; but when
coached to do the opposite - protect the ball - they did just that to a greater degree. Our task is the be free, human, and courageous.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM
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Listen to Harari, some people would call this a ‘god complex.’ But literally, all that was missing was he was not standing in the Temple when
he echoed the words of antichrist when he said: “For 4 billion years, nothing fundamental changed. Science is replacing evolution by natural
selection with evolution by intelligent design. Not the intelligent design of some god above the clouds, but our intelligent design, and the
intelligent design of our clouds — the IBM cloud, the Microsoft cloud — these are the new driving forces of evolution.” We are dealing with
AntiChrist, Harari is setting himself up as God. These globalists think they are better than GOD. And they are playing ‘God’ with our lives.
COVID is their creation, and it’s purpose isn’t about money. They already have all the money they need. Their purpose is to shape the world
into their own image.
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So now we know the pandemics objectives. From Harari’s lips: They want the ability for certain corporations and governments to hack into
your mind and control it.(Harari) They have been funding these efforts for over three decades, and when graphene oxides were discovered
they zeroed in on the development of computers interfacing with humans. Dr. Taj Zaks, chief medical omcer at Moderna, Inc. explained in a
2017 TED talk how the company’s mRNA vaccine was designed to work when he said: we can hack into the software of
life(leohohmann.com/2021/03/09/modernas-top-scientist-we-are-actually-hacki.. ). The globalists who are funding this have stated
objectives of mass global depopulation.

Henry Kissinger said we are useless eaters. Bill Gates said in a Ted talk: if I can get the people to take my vaccines, we could reduce the
global population by 10-15%. Klaus Schwaub boasts of how wonderful it will be to download information to your brain. So with these goals
in mind, let’s look at the role the pandemic played toward achieving their objectives. They’ve been working feverishly on transhuman
technology since graphene oxides were frst discovered, isolated and characterized in
2004.(www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1369702114002144 ).  Graphene oxides are toxic, and blood exposure to it could cause anaphylactic
death.

Severe lung injury was found in dead animals.(www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1748013220300918 )  “At least 90 scientifc studies show the
toxic effect of graphene oxide in the human body; graphene has been shown to produce the same clinical EFFECTS of COVID, such as
bloodclotting and consequent reduction of platelets. It also affects the immune system through oxidative stress and triggers the collapse
of the immune system through the cytokine storm, inSammation of mucous membranes, and loss of taste and smell. This is the classic
Covid picture. “ www.europereloaded.com/g
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So... this is a real doctor! Healing comes only through animated truth: intention, imagination, and inspiration
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Am I the only one who thinks Yuval Harari sounds a lot like Dr. Strangelove?
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FYI - rumble.com/v10zgv4-censorship-no-more-google-whistleblower-zach-vorhie..  FYI
www.brighteon.com/.../guardiansofthelookingglass   Project Looking Glass www.bitchute.com/.../WwvC2DinqyxV
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the beginning was the "Word"! Humanity Sourishes as a result of tribal generations passing down a truth/wisdom/knowledge from the
wisest of elders to beneft of the growing tribe. We must return to the point whereby common sense/knowledge will assist humanity in it's
evolutions. The end result has become the "Word" has been stained/distorted/ feared and manipulated into the new Devilution!  The utter
propensity of "Word Bombardment" of paid to play Disinformation is destroying it's citizens. Prepare to meet the challenge of the New
Frontier!! The "Language" forests are deep and dark again. We are being tested every moment. And the digital age has become a "noose"
round our necks.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Beware of all computer technology; consider if it may compromise your privacy and consider possible ways to frustrate such compromise
e.g. use a Black marker to sabotage QR codes, or overlay them with genuinely useful or other sabotage addresses. Beware: well-known
brands of VPN and "secure" email is not necessary secure, because they may secretly be logged and/or compromised e.g. ProtonMail is
known not to be secure, because of links to MIT and forced account closures! Beware: use of Bluetooth, WiFi, SIM, and GPS away from
home can make you track-able; this includes for keyboards, mice, headsets, ftness gadgets, bicycle gadgets, cameras, etc. Limit SIM-on
periods for all mobiles, including "dumb" and "feature" phones.

Uploading ftness/travel data can be stupid, and cause a serious privacy compromise when publicly displayed! Avoid, and get rid of, "smart"
hardware which needs the cloud for remote/home access, including heating/cooling controllers, house alarms, cameras, smart meters, or
any other "smart" device equipped with a microphone. If you need a smart phone, best get an Android one supported by a safe and decent
open-source Android OS build like LineageOS, and install this. Don't install ANY Google apps., and beware about trackers/internet use by
others! If really paranoid, get the internal microphone removed, and use an RF-fltered wired-headset, not a Bluetooth one!

Consider using the "InviZible Pro" app. for encrypted internet domain-name address-lookup, to make tracking/blocking harder. Avoid spying
Windows and Apple OS X, for all laptop or desktop machines, instead use a safe Linux build (Linux Mint is good), minimise use of any
Google programs, and check for any iffy auto-start programs! Consider installing dnscrypt-proxy, for encrypted domain name address
lookup, to make tracking/blocking harder, this can be setup on a Raspberry Pi, for shared use. Best keep front facing device cameras
covered when not in use!
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Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm currently reading (on-line) a really scary book called '13 Satanic Bloodlines' by Fritz Springmeir - although when I checked on Amazon,
its author is apparently Robin de Ruiter and FS a contributor. (A tad confused; well, it is nearly 4.00am, CA time).  I'll fnish reading it over
the w/e - although I did jump to the end (a habit I have to see whether or not a book is worth reading all the way through). There are some
irritating typos that a good proof-reader/editor would have picked up and this inattention to detail does make me sometimes question the
veracity of a person's writing. To be fair, FS does have some interesting concepts that I have also come across elsewhere, so I'm going to
continue with an open mind.

If FS's hypotheses are correct and some of them - particularly towards the end are very thought-provoking, this diabolical plan has long
been in the making, viz, centuries; I wonder, therefore, how much longer we've got before we become totally enslaved. Not so much 1984 as
more like Brave New World; if we dissenters are lucky, we might be able to live in the Reservation and escape intrusive technology.  This
book provides more evidence for the transhumanist agenda currently being promoted by 'Blofeld' at the WEF (and others) and does make
me wonder if our beautiful planet (still is in some places) is either an alien experiment or The Devli's Playground.

Maybe both. If there isn't a Higher, Benevolent Power backing us, will all our efforts to thwart this evil be all in vain? Are we all doomed to
lose our souls? (Please don't suggest I turn to Jesus Christ and the Christian God in the New Testament: I haven't been a practising
Christian now for well over 50 years - despite my Professor at Uni saying that I would eventually return to the fold). Have to say that for the
frst time - I'm now actually quite depressed and on the verge of losing hope for our future.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to look around and fnd stuff to lift your spirits...and also take a walk into nature, lean against a tree. Take your shoes off
when it's warm enough and walk on the grass, squidge your toes in some mud. Go paddling in the sea or a lake. We have no future
until it happens...We have only each moment, the NOW, so make the most of it as you see ft. Blessings to you.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Have you seen the videos escaping from Shanghai? A lot worse than Brave New World, or even 1984.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone w/ a King James Bible & a 4th grade reading literacy level can understand what is going on here. Most are too 'smart'& spiritualized:
brainwashed by tradition& philosophy which is 'educated' into them by purposeful indoctrination to particular antichrist
doctrines&outcomes turning souls from truth,& the true& living God to some usurping intercessory level of craft& devils: when all that was
legitimate priestcraft was fulflled& abolished when Christ came& paid the price for sin,overcoming death in the resurrection. None of this
is 'new', but it will soon end, after reaching a crescendo of wickedness,subtlety& complexity w/ complicity as written. The tempters can do
nothing were there no receptive sin-hooks in people,& even the redeemed of this age still have corruptible Sesh.

There is so much religious& spiritual deception today,& of such a level of sophistication which proud self-righteousness rooted in pumng up
selective& hypocritical 'gnosis'& science falsely so-called is only too ready to lap up:even refusing to come to the light exposing every sin&
all unholiness coming short of the holy, holy, holy perfection of the Godhead& the Lord Jesus Christ in whom all the fullness of the Godhead
dwells bodily (Col 2:8-9 and John 1&3 KJB)....that the world is ripe for judgment. There is almost universal rejection of the only antidote&
salvation which saves completely: body, soul & spirit: not just leaving some partial or counterfeit false hope such as 'transhumanism': a
corrupt body flled w/ soulish&spiritual corruption as well,rejecting cleansing& redemption thru repentance& faith in the salvation of the
God who made all& has provided for all if men but receive& watch, wait for the resurrection yet to come: refusing to serve the builders who
reject the chief cornerstone& destroy themselves forever& the earth, along w/ any foolish enough to follow& serve the dialecticionists.
 Read the Book, folks: there's a reason hierarchical religion hates but one Book.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm wondering why this site continues to ignore the "Elephant in the Sky". We don't have 100 years left, or 50, or 20...we may not even make
it to the end of this decade! People have a tendency to ignore truth that is too painful for them to consider. Links to
geoengineeringwatch.org have been posted many times. We had a "heat dome" last year; we'll have another one next year and a few more
years after that, the UVC rays will be so intense that it will no longer be safe to be in direct sunlight. Why do you think the oligarchs built
their underground cities? The Biosphere is collapsing; as is the entire web of life on planet earth. If you can't see it; then, you are truly blind!
 The WEF, WHO and the UN are all evil entities and the evil is already upon us.

A little knowledge is a dangerous thing! Most people have no idea of the advanced technology that already exists, in the areas of
nanotechnology, Holography, etc. The Great Deception is coming! Research Project Blue Beam. After doing a quick search, I can assure you
that google's inSuence is much worse than you thought. Searching with the Brave browser and Brave search engine; it came up with a full
page of "fact checking" sites calling it a "conspiracy theory"! In other words; Brave, or just about any other search engine, is NOT going to
help you fnd the truth! search.brave.com/search?q=blue+beam+project+nasa&source=web  I did fnd one video; which of course, has been
totally censored! www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAg7aFuuVlJfpBQ7cSa4vcwe9Ei7nq20G  When I dug deeper, I found some old videos
and searching through Tor browser with Duck Duck, I found even more. www.youtube.com/watch
 www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvOIJRUtzWg&list=PL6718DEDF23F0D42F&in..  patriots4truth.com/project-blue-beam
 www.wariscrime.com/new/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Project_Blue_Beam-DC..  It pays to have options, when searching for the truth.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BTW: 'Voice to Skull' technology is real and the patents are easily searchable. www.freepatentsonline.com/.../0275874.html
 patents.justia.com/.../20200275874  www.wired.com/.../army-removes-pa  The next video seems to have disappeared from
youtube; but it's still out there. www.pinterest.com/.../422001427575057021  There is so much going on in this world that most
people can't even imagine.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randy, down the bottom of this blog (familiar spot, yes?), found this Lew Rockwell, April 14 link among the profusion of Albert's
links: www.lewrockwell.com/2022/04/gary-d-barnett/the-next-great-pandemic-ast..  - (thanks Albert!) - yeah, so let's look on the
bright side, although Bill Gates still has a smirk on his face, recently he has been sounding more worried about natural immunity
outperforming his kill/clot shot investments...
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rreal; I'll have a look; but frst...the lamestream media has that covered! There's no such thing as natural immunity anymore! "Despite
early obsessions with herd immunity, classical herd immunity leading to disease eradication or elimination is almost certainly “an
unattainable goal” with COVID, Dr. Anthony Fauci and other top U.S public health omcials wrote in a recent article. SARS-CoV-2
mutates constantly, “neither infection nor vaccination appears to induce prolonged protection” in many or most people, they said,
and there’s been strong resistance to masking and other efforts to control its spread."  Did I mention that this fraud/psyops is here to
stay? --- theprovince.com/news/local-news/covid-19-update-for-april-14-2022-here..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Okay; I had a quick glance and can see where it's going. H5N1 is all over the news. They are killing all the birds (get your chicken
dinner now!), after they all test positive with that amazing PCR test that can fnd the deadly viruses anywhere and everywhere! --------
Who knows what the next PlannedDemic will be...they have so many threats to choose from!
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Rreal; now that I've given it some thought, I have to say that H5N1 has an excellent chance of being humanity's next global threat.
Going back to 2009, when they attempted their "Universal Flu Vaccine" - mRNA; it seems quite clear now. That "experiment" failed,
due to the number of deaths from the shot. Now that they are able to 'hide' the death and destruction from the nanobot shots, I can
see the new narrative: -------------------- "We have a new global threat; H5N1. 'The good news' is that, since the mRNA "vaccines" have
been "proven" to be "safe an effective, we can quickly modify the current "vaccines" to offer "protection" from this "deadly" Su, with
long lasting immunity."" ----------------- Of course; there will be no "protection" and no "immunity" and masks, distancing, testing,
tracing, tracking...will be mandated for the rest of our pathetic lives! What a coincidence that the WHO is about to take over "Global
Healthcare"! Our fate has already been decided!
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rrealrose
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Way I see it is so many have been injured or know someone injured or murdered by the shot, its likely few will line up for any more of
these shots; anywhere, for whatever reason given. Its called failing. The uptake of the frst booster in the US was only 40% of those
who qualifed, and the emcacy drops way below 50%. Any more of these shots are for idiots, as shot emcacy goes negative (more
likely to acquire the illness). Too bad most of this is being suppressed, however, the truth will slip out, soon enough!
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Is SwissCows still a good browser?
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juststeve
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It all looks like this is going to be a continuing moving target with a need to keep moving in and onto something different on a regular
basis.
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM
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https://www.privacytools.io/  has a pretty good list of recommendations for best privacy tools and alternatives, like browsers, E-Mail
Clients, Password Managers, File Sharing, Operating Systems, etc.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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Shanghai - Fact #1) Depopulation Then and Now While many people may wish to avoid looking at this fact, depopulation is a driving factor
behind international unipolar policy today as it had been during the days of WW2 when Rockefeller Foundation, Macy Foundation, City of
London and Wall Street interests gave their backing to both the rise of fascism as an economic miracle solution for the economic woes of
the great depression and eugenics (the science of population control) as the governing religion of a new scientifc priesthood.

Today, this agenda masquerades behind a new transhumanist movement, shaped by words like “Fourth Industrial Revolution”,
“decarbonized economies”, and “Great Resets”. The primary targets of this agenda remain: 1) the Institution of the sovereign nation states,
and 2) the “overpopulated zones” of the world with a focus on China, India, South America and Africa. For anyone who would fnd
themselves instinctively inclined to brush aside such claims as “conspiracy theorizing”, I would encourage a brief review of Sir Henry
Kissinger’s infamous NSSM-200 report: Implications of Worldwide Population Growth for U.S.

Security and Overseas Interests published in 1974. This declassifed report went far to transform US foreign policy from a pro-development
philosophy to a new paradigm of population control. In his report, Kissinger warned that “if future numbers are to be kept within reasonable
bounds, it is urgent that measures to reduce fertility be started and made effective in the 1970s and 1980s….(Financial) assistance will be
given to other countries, considering such factors as population growth… Food and agricultural assistance is vital for any population
sensitive development strategy… Allocation of scarce resources should take account of what steps a country is taking in population
control… mandatory programs may be needed….” southfront.org/putting-the-shanghai-lockdown-into-context-china-sees-t..
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URGENT: COMMENT ON THE WHO GLOBAL PANDEMIC TREATY *NOW* - April 13, 2022 [Hey Ethel, I think we just got streaked, mooned
and gaslit during that interview, purdy funny Doc;)] covidcalltohumanity.org/2022/04/13/urgent-comment-on-the-who-global-pa..  GLOBAL
PANDEMIC TREATY SEARCH:  search.brave.com/search  Ray Stevens - "The Streak" https://youtu.be/XtzoUu7w-YM   Pfzer bids $100
million for Brisbane app that listens for Covid covidcalltohumanity.org/2022/04/12/pfzer-bids-100-million-for-brisban..
 covidcalltohumanity.org/blog-archives
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Signs of the Messiah: 300 Signs of the Messiah exist in the Tanakh (Old Testament). - Here are some:   1. Messiah to be born in Bethlehem
(Micah 5:2 [5:1])  2. Messiah to be born of a virgin (Isaiah 7:14)  (Most English translations use the word 'virgin', a young woman would not
be a sign from the Lord!)  3. Messiah to be a prophet like Moses (Deuteronomy 18:15, 18, 19)  4. Messiah to enter Jerusalem in Triumph
(Zechariah 9:9)  5. Messiah to be rejected by His own people (Isaiah 53:1,3) (Psalm 118:22)  6.

Messiah to be betrayed by one of His followers (Psalm 41:9 [41:10])  7. Messiah to be tried and condemned (Isaiah 53:8)  8. Messiah to be
silent before His accusers (Isaiah 53:7)  9. Messiah to be smitten and spat upon by His enemies (Micah 5:1 [4:14]) (Isaiah 50:6)  10.
Messiah to be mocked and taunted (Psalm 22: 8,9)  11. Messiah to die by crucifxion (Psalm 22:14-17 [15-18])  12. Messiah to suffer with
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transgressors and pray for His enemies (Isaiah 53:12)  13. Messiah to be given vinegar and gall (Psalm 69:21 [22])  14.

Lots to be cast for Messiah's Garments (Psalm 22:18 [19])  15. Messiah's bones not to be broken (Numbers 9:12) (Exodus 12:46)  16.
Messiah to die as an offering for sin (Isaiah 53:5,6,8,10-12)  17. Messiah to be raised from the dead (Psalm 16:10)  18. Messiah to sit at
G_d's right hand (Psalm 110:1) - REMEMBER: Today’s Good Friday - It’s not a coincidence that you’re reading this - Have a Happy Easter! ! !
 yeshua.org/.../300-predictions-about-messiah
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my gosh. Could they be putting graphene oxides in our Souridated water?
www.taylorfrancis.com/chapters/edit/10.1201/9780429201509-2/essential-..
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Last Frontier [Our Brains] [Editor’s Note: Army Mad Scientist’s enduring mission is to explore the Operational Environment (OE) and the
changing character of warfare on behalf of the Army. Crowdsourcing and Edge Cases are two tools we use to help broaden the Army’s
horizons and explore future OE possibilities. Crowdsourcing ideas, thoughts, and concepts from a wide variety of interested individuals
assists us in diversifying thought and challenges our assumptions, while Edge Cases help us explore what is at the extreme possible
regarding new and emerging technologies — allowing us to contextualize the future. Insights into the cognitive innerworkings of an
individual’s motivations could call into question the integrity of individualization and socialization, especially as biodata is compiled in large
quantities, by populations, saved over long periods of time, and strategically put to use.

While being able to consider unconscious behavior is undoubtedly operationally advantageous, this greater understanding in the hands of
our adversaries could be used to manipulate and threaten the American way of life, without them ever needing to launch a kinetic attack.
The most pragmatic argument for neuro-based research and development is that it is already happening and often not by allies of the
United States.24 Biochemical warfare is not a new concept.

The use of weapons to target the nervous system of enemies saw barbarous use in World Wars I & II25 and continues to be used by the
West’s most dangerous adversaries.26 While more regulated, the United States also wields neurophysiological principals in operations.
Cognition is fundamentally the domain of psychological warfare.27 While still in its Sedgling phase, the “brain race” is on to see who can
best maneuver in the operational domain that comprises consciousness. madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil/394-the-last-frontier
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exploring Biodigital Convergence – Policy Horizons Canada horizons.gc.ca/.../exploring-biodigital-convergence  Exploring Biodigital
Convergence Horizons Canada - YouTube www.youtube.com/.../videos  Horizons Canada Corbett Biodigital Convergence: Bombshell
Document Reveals the True Agenda : The Corbett Report www.corbettreport.com/biodigital-convergence-bombshell-document-reveal..
 www.corbettreport.com/convergence  Your Guide to The Great Biodigital Convergence - Horizons Canada
www.bitchute.com/.../aGowEjhfO379  Biodigital "No Soul, No Free Will." - The End of Humanity? [Ice Age Farmer - Christian Westbrooke]
www.bitchute.com/.../34AVwjWe8joH  Dr. Charles Morgan Graphene Biodigital convergence on Psycho-Neurobiology and War - YouTube
www.youtube.com/watch  Behind NATO’s ‘Cognitive Warfare’: ‘Battle for Your Brain’ Waged by Western Militaries - Global ResearchGlobal
Research - Centre for Research on Globalization biodigital convergence
www.globalresearch.ca/behind-nato-cognitive-warfare-battle-brain-waged..  Towards Digital Tyranny? # Say No to the Covid Vaccine
Passport - Analysis by Peter Koenig Biodigital www.bitchute.com/.../Ky9ItfvljJLE  GRAPHENE - MAD SCI - A MAD SCIENTISTS WET DREAM
!!!! James Giordano Gord Giordano www.bitchute.com/.../HWpY4pHxepUN  Prions as Bioweapons? | Defence IQ Mad Scientist - James
Giordano www.defenceiq.com/air-land-and-sea-defence-services/articles/prions-as..  Posted on April 14, 2022 by user 394.

The Last Frontier [Your Brain] Now, new advancements and realizations in the neuroscientifc domain have introduced the profound
opportunity to characterize the soul of democracy by forcing us to reevaluate how American militarism should implement neurological
science and development.madsciblog.tradoc.army.mil/394-the-last-frontier
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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Ice Age Eugenics and Bioelectrical Graphenation/5G - Bird Flu Two/ War/Famine Theatre Now.Info - The Next ‘Great Pandemic:’ [the 2nd
Great Bird Flu Hoax] Astronomical Death Counts Now Being Telegraphed and Marketed to the Public By Gary D. Barnett – April 14, 2022
“Yeah, I think we have to recognize – I’ve always said that I think the Covid pandemic was a wakeup call. I don’t believe it’s the great
pandemic.” “I believe the great pandemic is still in the future, and that’s going to be a bird Su pandemic for man. It’s gonna have signifcant
mortality in the 10-50% range.

It’s gonna be trouble.” – Robert Redfeld—Former CDC Director, March 30th, 2022 interview with Doug McKelway on “Center Point”
https://www.garydbarnett.com/  www.lewrockwell.com/2022/04/gary-d-barnett/the-next-great-pandemic-ast..  The Great Bird Flu Hoax:
The Truth They Don’t Want You to Know About the ‘Next Big Pandemic’ Paperback – Illustrated, March 15, 2009 by Joseph Mercola
www.amazon.com/.../0785297332  www.greatbirdSuhoax.com  [Mercola]
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM
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From "Why Brave is not a good alternative to Google Chrome ?" www.reddit.com/.../degoogle :  "the day that blink (chromium) becomes the
mono-engine (and we're damn close to it. support Mozilla people!) is the day that chromium, dominated by google, dictates web standards.
they can build more and more restrictive and user-unfriendly functions into the browser. they can implement intentionally not universally
compatible features that further entrench chromium over other browser engines. we've been through this before. don't repeat history. don't
let Chrome become the new IE. Firefox can be confgured to be more private than Chrom* can be confgured to be, but that's not the main
concern IMO.

I don't even agree with many of the choices Moz has made for FF, but think about what happens if we make all browsers into Chrome based
browsers. Right now we have FF which is losing market share, and aside from single-vendor closed browsers like Safari, that's it. Every
other one is a reskin of either Chrome or FF, ... mostly Chrome! Once we hand Google the ultimate authority over the web, because they
de-facto rule it by controlling the last browser left, we have given away all control. They can arbitrarily do what they want....and what we
DON'T want.

Things like breaking all ad-blocking extensions. Like breaking all privacy-related extensions. Not even the "open" Chromium will have the
cloud to stop that, and Google can make changes Chromium will have to take or be increasingly isolated and irrelevant. Choice matters, and
we are at the point of losing all choice in browsers. If we don't defend that choice, then all is lost, including privacy. It becomes an
ad-company controlled web." For reviews of e-mail alternatives see alternativeto.net/.../gmail  and for search
alternativeto.net/.../google-search  .
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brave? My goodness, needed to dig like crazy into the article to fnd the shady business behind Brave. One word of caution, have
been on FFox for years now, starting to run into access issues w basic services online...not many, just starting. - - - - - - - - - - - - AND
Youtube often does not run videos properly without being logged in to Google!
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Listing microshaft mail as a good alternative, is ridiculous! Yandex has nothing but negative reviews. I'll stick with Mailfence. I also
have Proton Mail, just in case.
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That's annoying, rrealrose ... does it look like these basic services are "optimized" for Chrome and Brave browsers?
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Randyfast: You're right, PrivacyTools.io is actually better. It lists the best Privacy Tools and Alternatives: https://www.privacytools.io/
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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" For reviews of e-mail alternatives ... " Last year, my satellite ISP ViaSat, dropped their free, inclusive email service that I had
originally gotten from pre-merger take-over Wildblue-Exede ISP. So someone on a libertarian website recommended free, privacy
conscious Riseup email to me that he has had since the late 90s, (donations encouraged) that I have been using ever since, with
seemingly good results. riseup.net/.../webmail
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Cool that such privacy conscious email services exist out there, nice grulla. Also, about privacy -- https://www.privacyguides.org/  is
another great resource.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Considering that Brave is just waving arm right on the same body...no doubt ALL of them connecting back to the boastfully named, &
also informative given Deuteronomy 32, Luke 6 and 1 Peter 1-2 : BlackRock, rooted in turn to the head of all one worlder craft so long
as they remain the head as they all wait for their fake rock 'capstone', or the 'lightning' of the Baals to strike, the last piece of their
'transhumanist' follies to be crafted into place, or their alien 'stars' to fall & come to their aid so long as one joins them in the
darkness calling itself light, & NOT holy, holy, holy.....just the mirror image reversal & counterfeit men foolishly receive as 'the secret'
or some great thing of secret hidden 'wisdom': the only option to truly avoiding any of this is total separation from all of it.

Participation at any level is both complicity & submission to it. Some are already using it warily, for the saving of souls & pointing
them to truth while there are yet any souls receptive to truth remaining & before the sin of the nations is full & the Lord allows them
to manifest their true frst love & desire to their own freely chosen destruction....ready to turn it lose, as they already have the false &
transformed 'church buildings' & State forced conformity & driven religion, going back outside the gate of the city to Christ, & coming
out of her that they not partake of her sins & share in her plagues, seeing the handwriting already on the wall.

Trusting in God alone even as Daniel & the three Hebrew children, even as the persecuted saints throughout the ages whose hope is
not in this dying, even as we strive to be God's preserving salt & light until the corruption is beyond remedy, even the salt corrupted &
ft for nothing, the light shuttered by lies& counterfeits:  Ready for that yet?
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Actually Brave, although I loved it, has decided to limit alt health look-ups on their site. That means yours too, Dr. M. If you or someone on
your staff can check into and confrm this, I and many others would appreciate it.
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